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Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern SAT- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

AAIMNSST worship of powers of evil [n -S] 

AAINSSTT one who practices satanism [n -S] 

ACEHLSST small carrying bag [n] 

AABEILST capable of being satiated [adj] 

AABILSTY capable of being satiated [adv] 

AADEISTT to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v] 

AAEISSTT to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v] 

AEINSSTT thin satin [n] 

AEIINRST having glossy surface [adj] 

AGIINNST to give glossy surface to [v] 

ADINOPST flowering plant [n -S] 

AEIIRSST to satirize (to subject to satire) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AIIRSSTT one who satirizes [n -S] 

AEIIRSTZ to subject to satire [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AAGNSSST sacred gathering in Hinduism [n] 

AAMSSSTU variety of orange [n] 

AANRSTTU substance used to saturate [n -S] 

AAERSTTU to fill completely with something that permeates [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ADIRSSTY brownish butterfly [n] 
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ANSWERS 

SATANISM AAIMNSST worship of powers of evil [n -S] 

SATANIST AAINSSTT one who practices satanism [n -S] 

SATCHELS ACEHLSST SATCHEL, small carrying bag [n] 

SATIABLE AABEILST capable of being satiated [adj] 

SATIABLY AABILSTY SATIABLE, capable of being satiated [adv] 

SATIATED AADEISTT SATIATE, to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v] 

SATIATES AAEISSTT SATIATE, to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v] 

SATINETS AEINSSTT SATINET, thin satin [n] 

SATINIER AEIINRST SATINY, having glossy surface [adj] 

SATINING AGIINNST SATIN, to give glossy surface to [v] 

SATINPOD ADINOPST flowering plant [n -S] 

SATIRISE AEIIRSST to satirize (to subject to satire) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SATIRIST AIIRSSTT one who satirizes [n -S] 

SATIRIZE AEIIRSTZ to subject to satire [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SATSANGS AAGNSSST SATSANG, sacred gathering in Hinduism [n] 

SATSUMAS AAMSSSTU SATSUMA, variety of orange [n] 

SATURANT AANRSTTU substance used to saturate [n -S] 

SATURATE AAERSTTU to fill completely with something that permeates [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SATYRIDS ADIRSSTY SATYRID, brownish butterfly [n] 
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